Implementation Of User Define Kernel For Non-Linear Data Classification In Support Vector Machine
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Abstract: Data Mining is knowledge discovery process in database designed to extract data from a dataset and transforms it in to desired data. Data processing action is similarly acclimated in get of constant patterns and/or analytical relationships amid variables, and a new to validate the accusation by applying the detected patterns to new subsets of knowledge. Data categorification is one in every of the info mining technique to map great amount of data set in to applicable class. Data categorification is reasonably supervised learning that is employed to predict class for information input, wherever categories are predefined. Supervised learning is that part of automatic learning which focuses on modeling input/output relationship the goal of supervised learning is to identify an optimal mapping from input variables to some output variables, which is based on a sample of observations of the values of the variables. Data classification technique includes various application like handwriting recognition, speech recognition, iris matching, text classification, computer vision, drug design etc.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Data classification¹² is kind of searching/deriving such kind of function which map data set D = [t₁, t₂, ..., tₙ] to set of classes C = [c₁, c₂, c₃, ..., cₜ] D → C. data classification is kind of supervised learning since we have to train our classification model in supervised manner in training phase we give information about predefine classes. However there are various methods available for data classification, but in this paper we throughout talk about only support vector machine and its variants for data classification technique.

in machine learning, support vector machines square measure supervised learning models with associated learning algorithms that analyze information and acknowledge patterns, used for classification and multivariate analysis. Given a group of training examples, every marked as happiness to at least one of two classes, An SVM training algorithmic program builds a model that assigns new examples into one class or the opposite, creating it a non-probabilistic binary linear classifier. An SVM model may be a illustration of the examples as points in space, mapped in order that the samples of the separate classes square measure divided by a transparent gap that’s as wide as doable. New examples square measure then mapped into that very same space and expected to belong to a class supported that facet of the gap they fall on.

The original SVM algorithmic program was fictional by Vladimir N. Vapnik and Alexey Ya. Chervonenkis in 1963. In 1992, Bernhard E. Boser, Isabelle M. Guyon and Vladimir N. Vapnik steered the way to form nonlinear classifiers by applying the kernel trick to maximum-margin hyperplanes,[³] the present commonplace incarnation (soft margin) was projected by Corinna Cortes and Vapnik in 1993 and revealed in 1995.[¹][¹⁴]

There are huge amount of literature available and research is still going on in the area of support vector machine. In the year of 2006 Yakoub Bazi, Student Member, IEEE, and Farid Melgani, Senior Member, IEEE presents “Toward an Optimal SVM Classification System for Hyperspectral Remote Sensing Images”[⁴] in this paper they present an optimal SVM classification system for hyperspectral imagery has been presented. This system allows to detect the best discriminative features (without requiring their number to be set a priori by the user) and to estimate the best SVM parameters in a fully automatic way by means of a genetic optimization framework. In the year of 2007 Xiaou Li, Jair Cervantes, and Wen Yu presents Two-Stage SVM Classification for Large Data Sets via Randomly Reducing and Recovering Training Data”[⁵] in this paper they present A random selection method and a two stage SVM classification approach for large data sets are
proposed in this work. In the year of 2008 A. Mathur and G. M. Foody, Member, IEEE presents “Multiclass and Binary SVM Classification: Implications for Training and Classification Users” in this paper the potential of one-shot multiclass SVM for the classification of remotely sensed data. The accuracy of the one-shot multiclass SVM classification was not only the highest derived but also required the smallest number of support vectors, providing a potential for accurate classification from a small training set. In the year of 2009 Begüm Demir, and Sarp Ertürk presents “Improving SVM classification accuracy using a hierarchical approach for hyperspectral images” in this paper they found that a novel hierarchical classification approach which improves SVM classification accuracy and reduces computational time of SVM classification. In the year of 2012 Mahesh Pal and Giles M. Foody, Senior Member, IEEE “Evaluation of SVM, RVM and SMLR for Accurate Image Classification With Limited Ground Data” in this paper they found that The potential of SVM for accurate classification from small training sets has been established. Other classifiers such as RVM and SMLR, however, offer additional features, such as information on per-case classification uncertainty that may sometimes be useful. Here, it has been shown that the RVM and SMLR are able to classify data to similar accuracies to the SVM. In the year of 2013 YANG Banghua, HAN Zhijun, WANG Qian, HE Liangfei “A new classification method based on KF-SVM in Brain Computer Interfaces” in this paper they found that a new classification method combining the kernel fisher, and the SVM in the year of 2014 Jie Xu, Yuan Yan Tang, Fellow, IEEE, Bin Zou, Zongben Xu, Luoqing Li, and Yang Lu presents “The Generalization Ability of Online SVM Classification Based on Markov Sampling” in this paper they presents Online classification algorithms for classification problems, in particular for large size of training samples. In the year of 2014 Yue Shen, Hongqi Feng, Qiang Wang Member IEEE, Yipeng Liu, Zhi he presents “QWT Enhanced SVM for Hyperspectral Image Classification” in this paper they found that an improved classification method based on QWT and SVM. We use QWT algorithm on the original images to generate suitable features in efficiency and then combine SVM algorithm for further classification process. In the year of 2014 Jair Cervantes1, Xiaou Li2, Wen Yu3 “SVM Classification for Large Data Sets by Considering Models of Classes Distribution” in this paper they found that a fast and efficient classification method called SMO+MCD algorithm for large data sets based on extraction of models of classes distribution. Its performance has been compared with other methods for large data sets such as LibSVM and Simple SVM algorithms.

Rest of the paper organized in such a way that section 2 describe data classification using support vector machine section 3 represents various kernel technique for nonlinear data classification. section 4 compares various data kernel techniques and discuss the result at last section 4 is conclusion part of the paper.

II. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE

More formally, a support vector machine constructs a hyperplane or set of hyper planes in a very high- or infinite-dimensional space, which might be used for classification, regression, or different tasks. A Support Vector Machine (SVM) could be a discriminative classifier formally outlined by a separating hyperplane. In alternative words, given labeled training data , the algorithm outputs an optimal hyperplane that categorizes new examples. In that sense is the hyperplane obtained optimal? Let’s contemplate the subsequent straightforward problem: For a linearly separable set of 2D-points which relates to one of two classes, finding a separating straight line is one of the major task.

Figure 1: separating data set using perfect straight line

Intuitively, an honest separation is achieved by the hyperplane that has the biggest distance to the closest training-data purpose of any category (so-called purposeful margin), since generally the larger the margin the lower the generalization error of the classifier. A Support Vector Machine (SVM) performs classification by finding the hyperplane that maximizes the margin between the two classes. The vectors (cases) that define the hyper plane are support vectors. we can use a support vector machine (SVM) if dataset having two classes. Since SVM can classify dataset in only two classes. An SVM classifies data by finding the the simplest & best hyperplane that separates all data points of one class from those of the opposite class. The optimum hyperplane for an SVM suggest that the one with the biggest margin between the two classes. Margin suggest that the peak width of the block parallel to the hyperplane that has no interior data points.
Let’s introduce the notation used to accustomed outline formally a hyperplane:

\[ f(x) = \beta_0 + \beta^T x, \]

where \( \beta \) is known as the weight vector and \( \beta_0 \) as the bias. The optimum hyperplane are often diagrammatical in an infinite variety of various ways in which by scaling of \( \beta \) and \( \beta_0 \). As a matter of convention, among all the possible representations of the hyperplane, the one chosen is

\[ |\beta_0 + \beta^T x| = 1 \]

where \( x \) symbolizes the training examples nearest to the hyperplane. In general, the training examples that square measure nearest to the hyperplane square measure referred to as support vectors. Illustration is thought because the canonical hyperplane we tend to use the results of geometry offers the space between some extent \( x \) and a hyperplane \((\beta, \beta_0)\):

\[ \text{distance} = \frac{|\beta_0 + \beta^T x|}{||\beta||}. \]

In particular, for the canonical hyperplane, the numerator is equal to one and the distance to the support vectors is

\[ \text{distance support vectors} = \frac{|\beta_0 + \beta^T x|}{||\beta||} = \frac{1}{||\beta||}. \]

Here margin is denoted as \( M \), is twice the distance to the closest examples:

\[ M = \frac{2}{||\beta||} \]

Finally, the problem of maximizing \( M \) is reminiscent of the problem of minimizing a function \( L(\beta) \) subject to some constraints. The constraints model the necessity for the hyperplane to classify properly all the training examples \( x_i \). Formally,

\[ \min_{\beta, \beta_0} L(\beta) = \frac{1}{2} ||\beta||^2 \text{ subject to } y_i(\beta^T x_i + \beta_0) \geq 1 \forall i, \]

where \( y_i \) represents every of the labels of the training examples. This is a problem of Lagrangian optimization that may be solved exploitation Lagrange multipliers to get the weight vector \( \beta \) and the bias \( \beta_0 \) of the best hyperplane.

II. BINARY CLASSIFICATION (LINEAR SVM)

Suppose that we have a two-class dataset \( D \), and we wish to train a classifier \( C \) to predict the class labels of future data points. This is known as a “binary classification” problem, and can be cast as "Yes"/"No" questions.

III. LINEARLY NONSEPARABLE DATASET

Data won't yield a separating hyperplane. therein case, SVM will use a soft margin, which means a hyperplane that separates several, however not all data points. Sometime we found nonlinear pattern in the data i.e. classes are not linearly separable, classes may not be separable by linear boundary.
The Kernel Trick \(^{19}\) The basic idea of the so called kernel-methods is to first preprocess the data by some non-linear mapping \(\Phi\) and then to apply the same linear algorithm as before but in the image space of \(\Phi\). More formally we apply the mapping

\[
\Phi : \mathbb{R}^N \rightarrow \mathcal{E},
\]

\[
x \mapsto \Phi(x)
\]

to the data \(x_1, \ldots, x_M \in \mathcal{X}\) and consider our algorithm in \(\mathcal{E}\) instead of \(\mathcal{X}\), i.e. the sample is preprocessed as \([\Phi(x_1), y_1], \ldots, [\Phi(x_M), y_M]\) \(\subseteq (\mathcal{E} \times \mathcal{Y})^M\).

Choosing the Right Kernel \(^{15}\)

Choosing the foremost acceptable kernel extremely depends on the problem at hand – and standardisation its parameters will simply become a tedious task. The choice of a Kernel depends on the problem at hand as a result of it depends on what we have a tendency to try to model. A polynomial kernel, for example, allows us to model feature conjunctions up to the order of the polynomial. Radial basis functions permits to choose out circles (or hyperspheres) – in contrast with the Linear kernel, that permits solely to choose out lines (or hyperplanes).

The motivation behind the selection of a particular kernel can be very intuitive and straightforward depending on what kind of information we are expecting to extract about the data.

Below is a list of some kernel functions available from the existing literature.

1) Linear Kernel

The Linear kernel \(^{25}\) is the simplest kernel function. It is given by the inner product \(\langle x, y \rangle\) plus an optional constant \(c\). Kernel algorithms employing a linear kernel are often equivalent to their non-kernel counterparts, i.e. KPCA with linear kernel is the same as standard PCA.
2) **Polynomial Kernel**

The Polynomial kernel\(^{(18)(25)}\) is a non-stationary kernel. Polynomial kernels square measure compatible for issues wherever all the all the training data is normalized.

\[
k(x, y) = (c x^T y + c)^d
\]

Adjustable parameters are the slope \(\alpha\), the constant term \(c\) and the polynomial degree \(d\).

3) **Gaussian Kernel**

The Gaussian kernel\(^{(21)}\) is an example of radial basis function kernel.

\[
k(x, y) = \exp \left( -\frac{\|x - y\|^2}{2\sigma^2} \right)
\]

Alternatively, it could also be implemented using

\[
k(x, y) = \exp \left( -\gamma \|x - y\|^2 \right)
\]

The adjustable parameter \(\sigma\) plays plays a serious role within the performance of the kernel, and will be fastidiously tuned to problem at hand. If overestimated, the exponential will behave almost linearly and the higher-dimensional projection will start to lose its non-linear power. within the alternative hand, if underestimated, the function will lack regularization and the decision boundary will be highly sensitive to noise in training data.

4) **Exponential Kernel**

There is very minor difference between Exponential kernel and Gaussian kernel, with only the square of the norm left out It is also kind of radial basis function

\[
k(x, y) = \exp \left( -\frac{\|x - y\|}{2\sigma^2} \right)
\]

5) **Laplacian Kernel**

The Laplace Kernel\(^{(25)}\) is closely equivalent to the exponential kernel, except for being less sensitive for changes in the \(\sigma\) parameter .

\[
k(x, y) = \exp \left( -\frac{\|x - y\|}{\sigma} \right)
\]

It is necessary to notice that the observations created regarding the letter of the alphabet parameter for the Gaussian kernel conjointly apply to the Exponential and Laplacian kernels.

6) **Rational Quadratic Kernel**

The Rational Quadratic kernel\(^{(25)}\) is a smaller amount computationally intensive than the Gaussian kernel and might be used as an alternate once victimisation the Gaussian becomes too expensive .

\[
k(x, y) = 1 - \frac{\|x - y\|^2}{\|x - y\|^2 + c}
\]

7) **Multiquadric Kernel**

The Multiquadric kernel\(^{(25)}\) may be utilized in a similar things because the Rational Quadratic kernel. As is that the case with the Sigmoid kernel, it's additionally associate degree example of associate degree non-positive definite kernel.

\[
k(x, y) = \sqrt{\|x - y\|^2 + c^2}
\]

V USER DEFINE KERNEL

In this project I have chosen sigmoid function as user define kernel.

**SIGMOID FUNCTION**: Sigmoid function\(^{(33)}\) is used to transform values on (-∞, ∞) into numbers on (0, 1). For this property, it is one of most popular function to approximate “growth to limit,” e.g. economic growth, cumulative rate of death in patients, psychological evaluation, and so on. As the growth can be either probability or proportion relative to convergence or upper limit. Sigmoid function has been used in common to estimate probability, proportion, and growth. Sigmoid function is defined as:

\[
S_a = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-ax}}
\]

where \(x \sim (-\infty, \infty)\). Coefficient \(a\) is called “gain”, a parameter to control shape of the curve. When \(a = 1\), it is called *standard Sigmoid function*.

VI. METHODOLOGY & ALGORITHM

Given a set of training data points along with associated training labels, determine the class label for an unlabeled test instance.

Numerous variations of this problem can be defined over different settings. Excellent overviews on data classification may be found in. Classification algorithms typically contain two phases:

- **Training Phase**: In this phase, a model is constructed from the training instances.
• **Testing Phase**: In this phase, the model is used to assign a label to an unlabeled test instance. In some cases, such as lazy learning, the training phase is omitted entirely, and the classification is performed directly from the relationship of the training instances to the test instance. Instance-based methods such as the nearest neighbor classifiers are examples of such a scenario. Even in such cases, a pre-processing phase such as a nearest neighbor index construction may be performed in order to ensure efficiency during the testing phase.

**Figure 7: SVM model**

There are three general steps for any classifier algorithm to classify data.

1. **Step 1**: Using a learning algorithm to extract rules from (create a model of) the training data. The training data are pre-classified examples (class label is known for each example).
2. **Step 2**: Evaluate the rules on test data. Usually split known data into training sample and test sample.
3. **Step 3**: Apply the rules to (classify) new data (examples with unknown class labels).

**Goals:**
- create a model of data, explain or better understand data.
- predict the class label of (classify) new examples.

**ALGORITHM: NONLINEAR DATA CLASSIFICATION USING SVM**

1. **Input**: A data matrix of training examples \( A = \{x_1, x_2, ..., x_n\} \in \mathbb{R}^n \) a vector of class labels for the training examples \( y = \{y_1, y_2, ..., y_n\} \), where \( y_k \in \{1, 2, ..., M\} \), \( k = 1 \ldots n \), a test example \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \), \( \in \mathbb{R}^p \), and a selected kernel.

2. pass training data and selected kernel into svmtrain function

3. Estimate the class label for \( x \) using svmclassify function

**Output**: estimated label for \( x \).

**V. RESULT & CONCLUSION**

The efficiency of any classification algorithm is based on how efficiently or effectively it classify the data set. Here we have calculated efficiency of sigmoid function as kernel by taking randomly selected data set and data set is randomly selected from uci dataset. (http://archive.ics.uci.edu) Table 1: result analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>SVM (sigmoid)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wine</td>
<td>93.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate Model</td>
<td>95.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Crashes</td>
<td>95.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood</td>
<td>97.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VI. CONCLUSION**

In this paper we have introduces nonlinear data classification using kernel trick in SVM. As per our need we can make our own kernel function beside given predefine kernel (rbf, polynomial, linear, quadratic etc) here we have chosen sigmoid function as kernel & the classification result slightly changes from one dataset to another i.e. the efficiency of kernel function what we have chosen for classification is dependen on data set. But still it is difficult to recommend any one technique as superior to others as the choice of a dataset. Finally, there is no single kernel function is best for all kind of dataset.

Classification algorithms are specific in their problem domain.
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